Introduction
If you’ve approached and talked with women, chances are you’ve most likely
been “shit tested.” A shit test is a test that women throw at men so that they can
immediately figure out whether or not you’re worthy of their time.
The moment you open your mouth to speak to her, she wants to right away,
whether you’ll step to the challenge like a real man, or run away with your tail
between your legs.
Subconsciously, a woman is looking for a CONFIDENT man who understand
what tests are.
Shit test is just like a small bump on the road. But if you manage not to get
bothered about it, then you’ll quickly move to the kingdom of attractive women
and lots of sex.
These tests can take the form of questions, statements, and bad behaviors.
The questions could be in the form of a smartass question. For example, you
say something to her, and she may say, “Do you always use the same line with
all the women?”
Or,
“Why are you talking to me?”
Or,
“Can you hold this bag while I talk to my friend on the phone?”
Sometime she could even ask you a question to put you down, or simply to make
fun of you.
For example,
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“Why are you wearing that weird t-shirt?”
Or,
“Why do you always forget to do that?”
Tests can also take the form of a statement, which could be asking for a favor or
a demand.
For example, she could say, “Go buy me a drink.”
Or,
“Take me for shopping.”
Or, it could also be a blow-off like, “I’m waiting for someone right now.”
Or, it could be,
“I’m not interested.”
And, shit tests can also be in the form of a bad behavior.
For example, you’re talking to this girl and she starts to flirt with other guy. She
might even kiss other guy just to see how you’re going to react to all that.
You now know why it's really really CRUCIAL to pass these tests so that you can
also have as much sex as you want in life.
Women shit tests guys all the time just to know if they have what it takes to make
it happen.
Yeah, that’s right. That’s what women really want you to do… make it happen.
Even if there is not a possibility of future relationship with her, she wants to
immediately know if you have what it takes to make it happen.
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Tactic #1:
“ALWAYS Be Control Of Your Emotions”
There are several techniques you can use in your daily interactions with the
ladies to pass their shit tests. But, the MOST IMPORTANT thing you must do first
is control your emotions!
You must not take her tests personally and act like a wounded animal.
You must continue interacting with her as if nothing has happened.
You must NOT show her how she’s hurt your feelings.
You have to take it for what it is -- shit test, which is nothing but just a minor
bump on the road to plenty of sex.
Here’s the mindset to adopt: “Okay, this is simply a ‘test.’ I am ready for this.
Not a problem. It’s easy and I can handle this. I am completely indifferent about
what she just said.”
By thinking like this, you become relaxed and become present IN THE MOMENT
during the interaction. Plus, it helps you to come up with witty things to say and
make the interaction even more EXCITING and FUN.
In this report, I’m going to reveal to you all kinds of witty and bold things to say,
and different techniques you can apply in any s ituation. Plus, they’re very easy to
learn and apply in your daily interactions with women.
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Tactic #2:
“Selective Hearing Turnaround”
This is an important lesson to learn.
Basically, she can say whatever she wants to, but you only hear it (or interpret it)
whatever you want to hear (or happen), and then, respond to her. This proves
that you’re an alpha male -- one of the strongest and masculine men that she’s
been dying to meet.
Here’s an example: A simple technique that demonstrates how you can
turnaround whatever she says and respond it back to her.
Her: “I would NEVER go out on a date with you?”
You: “You ALWAYS want to go out on a date with me? Wow, that’s creepy.”
Easy, wasn’t it? There was nothing to memorize.
You use whatever she says to you, and you say it back to her. To pull this off,
you’ll have to be listening to her. That means, you’ll have to be in the present
moment, though, not thinking about what to say next. You can’t be in your head.
Simply listen to what she says, and she’ll tell you exactly what to say to her.
Powerful technique, isn’t it?
She’ll most likely think, “Wow. This guy gets it.”
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Tactic #3:
“Arousal Turnaround”
You can take the previous technique a further by taking whatever she says to
you, and turning it around into something that’s arousing you.
For example, if she says, “Oh, you looked like a hungry pig… hitting all those
girls.”
You interpret everything she says as what she actually wants to do -- i.e. talk
dirty to you, make you horny, and eventually sleep with you at her place.
By responding like this, your prove her that you really know what you want, and
that you’re that kind of guy.
You’re still going to see whether you actually go out with her, because I always
want you to have a choice.
But at least, you’ll have that choice, because you’ll have blown through that test.
You’ll have decimated that test.
You’ll have overcome it to such an extent, that she’ll just do whatever you please
with her.
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Tactic #4:
“Sexual Question Interpretation”
The next way to pass her test is: If she asks you a question, you interpret that
question as something sexual.
For example, she might ask whatever anything, but your response could be
something like, “So, you’re asking to have sex with you at your place?”
You interpret her question as her wanting to do something with you, and you
accuse her for it.
Basically, you’re creating your own interpretation.
You can even respond with a statement, like:
“Look, if you really want to make out (or have sex) with me in the bathroom (at
your place), why don’t you just come out and say it.”
You’re actually saying what’s really true. She wouldn’t be talking with you if she
was not interested in you.
You’re proving her that you know what she actually wants. So throw it out there.
So, I guess by now, you’ve understood the turnaround, which is basically just the
opposite of what she says.
You’ve got, “Are you asking me to _________________?”
And, “Look, if you really want to ________________, just come out and say.”
By saying these statements, you’re pretty much implying, “Look, we’re both
adults, don’t beat around the bush. Just come out and say what you really mean,
and let’s get over with all these other nonsense!”
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Tactic #5:
“The Reprimand”
Another technique to pass shit tests is to be stern with women.
But you do with a smirk on your face, but at the same time you also become a
little bit serious so that you show her that you’re willing to STAND UP for
yourself.
So, no matter what she says to you, you respond her by saying,
“Don’t you dare talk to me like that again!”
Or, you could even say,
“I don’t like the tone of your voice. Change it immediately.”
Women LOVE being told what to do and SUPER attracted to a man who’s brave
enough to do it!
They’ll instantly comply and do whatever you want.
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Tactic #6:
“Own, Amplify, and Ignore”
This technique is super powerful, too.
I call it “Own, Amplify, and Ignore.”
It's when a girl is accusing you of some kind of bad behavior like hitting on lots of
chicks.
So, the first thing you'll do is agree with her, by saying something like...
"Yes, you're right."
Then you amplify it by saying,
"It's worse than that,"
... and you ignore her and move on.
Own, amplify, and ignore.
A very powerful concept to apply in your daily interactions with the ladies. If you
apply it correctly, OF COURSE, you'll make yourself irresistible to women.
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“25 Shit Tests And How to Pass Them
To Get Plenty of Sex”
Shit Test #1:
"Does that always work with you?"
Basically what she's doing is trying to come up with a smartass remark when she
finds out (you tell her) that you talk to many different women.
Or, sometime, when you approach a woman and talk with her, she might say
something like, "Do that approach often work for you?"
Here are different (best) ways to respond to those not so smart-ass remarks:
“So, you’re asking me to make out with you?”
“I’m not sure what you’re talking about. You approached ME.”
“Why are you being so creepy and hitting on me? I’m just trying to have a normal
conversation with you.”
"Does that question always work for you?"
"Don't you ever talk to me like that again!"
"Oh, yeah, I use that line only on girl I am not interested in."
"Look, if you want to have your way with me just come out and say it.”

Shit Test #2:
"Do you think that girl is pretty?"
By asking that question, she’s trying to figure out if you really have the balls to be
honest with her about finding other women attractive or you’ll cave in and pledge
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your undying love to her, even though you think that women do not want to be
with someone who cheats on them.
By being that guy, you’ll be a beta male, and guess what happens to beta male?
Yeah, women take advantage of “beta” males.
They always end up sleeping with alphas, even if they’re married to a beta male.
Here’s how you can play along and respond:
“OMG, she’s attractive. In fact, she’s hotter than you are. In fact, I’m going to talk
to her.”
… and actually go and talk to her.
Own, amplify, and ignore.
Sometimes, women can also throw a tricky question at you, like, “Do you think I
look fat in these pants?”
Be direct and address the question by saying something like:
“I am not going to answer that question. It’s a tricky question.”
Basically what you’re doing here is calling it for what is it (a tricky question) and
that you’re NOT going to play that game.
You’re saying to her, “I know what you’re doing here. Do you think I am stupid to
play that game? I am wiser than you think.”
Other possible responses could be:
“OF COURSE, I’ll ask for her number.”
“I might even let her sleep with me.”
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But, don’t you ever retreat and say any of these things when she asks that
question:
“She’s ugly, and you’re more beautiful than her.”
I know you think women want to hear that, but they actually DON’T.
Over compliment a woman and it always ends badly.
They don’t want you to be a pushover.
They’ll say they don’t want you to be interested in other women, until you’re not
interested in other women, and then they’ll be interested in another guy.
It’s true.

Shit Test #3:
"Can you please hold this drink for me while I go to the bathroom?"
It seems like an innocent behavior, but it’s a shit test, nonetheless.
And, if you do it (buy or hold her drink for her), then you’re being compliant, and
guess what happens to a guy who’s compliant? Yeah, that’s right, her attraction
towards you go right down the toilet.
The MOMENT you comply to her request, she’ll immediately realizes that she
can take a complete advantage of you, and that you’re NOT a real man, and that
you’re not going to STAND UP for yourself.
You’re a pussy (a pushover) in her eyes, and you’ll be treated as such in the
future.
Well, here are few responses you can say to her:
“No.”
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“Take it with you.”
“If you can just hold mine, I’ll do the same thing first.”
“Do I look like a cup holder?”
Or, you can use selective hearing by saying,
“You want to hold my drink while I go to the bathroom? Cool.”
Or, you can make a request of your own,
“Will you talk to that hottie over there while I go to the bathroom, and invite her
home with us?”
Listen. You should always make them do something before you do something for
them.

Shit Test #4:
“Why Don’t You Take Me On A Date?”
If you’re the kind of guy who doesn’t like to date a girl, rather just like to have sex
with them and nothing else, then one day a girl might drop this bomb on you:
“Why don’t you take me on a proper date?”
Or she might text you,
“It’s my birthday, let’s go to this city and celebrate.”
Up until then, you have only been going out with this girl for sex.
She’s trying to grab some power now and want to find whether you’re a “true”
alpha male, or are you going to give into her demands for a traditional date and
be her bitch!
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Silence is the most appropriate response.
It demonstrates that her request is so stupid that you’re speechless.
When she doesn’t hear back from you she’ll often re-think her request and NOT
ask you ever again…
Let’s go over some other responses here:
In your response, just make it seem like her question just shocked you. You
would never, like in a million years, think of doing that to anyone. And your
responses has to be a little over the top.
“WTF?”
You’re saying that it’s so ridiculously STUPID, why would she even mention it?
Why would she even suggest it? It’s so stupid!
“Why would we do that? Why would anyone, in a right mind do that?”
You could also say,
"Why? For what reason?"
Make her explain herself, and no matter what she says, don't agree with her.
Here are other responses:
“Do people still do that kind of thing?”
“Do people still date?”
“OMG, I thought that was over decades ago.”
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“Dating, what is that? It’s an old idea. It’s antiquated. It’s irrelevant now. That’s
what you’re implying here.”
Or, you can also say,
“I don’t date.”
“Fuck that.”
“No, not going to happen.”
“No, things are fine the way they are.”
“No.”
You can use other techniques here but I think it’s better if you STICK to these
ideas above. If you do NOT want that test ever to happen again, you’ll have to
DRIVE that point home, early on in your interaction.

Shit Test #5:
"Take me shopping."
She’s implying that you take her out for shopping and buy her something, which
is never a good idea, and never should happen.
She just wants to know which guy you are…
The provider, who's good to have around for paying for shit, but who's not sexy,
and who she rarely have sex with?
Or,
The wild, crazy, single bartender at her favorite drinking spot, who would never
do that, but having plenty of sex with her?
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Obviously, you want to be the bartender.
You're the alpha male, and you're never going to take her for shopping.
You can handle this shit test, once and for all, by saying…
“You want to take me shopping?”
Or, you can turnaround her, and make her request look so ridiculous:
“You want to take me shopping? Okay, thanks, I do need a few things. But only
at the most expensive stores.”
And just stay on that.
If she says,
“No, no, I mean take ME shopping!”
Then say,
“You want to take me shopping? How nice of you. I do need a few things, so
when you do want to pick me up?”
Or,
"Oh, I gave you the wrong impression. Women take ME shopping."
By doing this, you're making it clear to her that you're one of the strongest males,
and you're the type of guy who women take shopping.
If you want to be a little bit more harsher, say this:
"Fuck No."
"Fuck that."
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"Let's not."
"WTF? Are you fucking crazy?"
"Don't even tell me what to do again."
"I don't take chicks shopping. They take me shopping. I don't like that behavior. I
suggest you stop it immediately, or else we're done."

Shit Test #6:
"I'm Busy Talking to My Friend"
You approach a girl and one of them says, "I'm talking with my friend right now
and we're just catching up."
Do this: Acknowledge what just she said, but make it seem so unimportant and
just keep on moving forward with the conversation.
You can say,
"Good for you. I see that. Anyways, where are you from?"
She'll think "Wow, this guy is super powerful."
She can't trip you up... because you didn't hesitate. It's important that you do it
immediately and have a quick answer.
Other thing you can say,
"Actually, you're talking to ME right now. And if you want to have a chance with
me, you should continue talking with me, and be on your best behavior."
You're correcting her. It's a sexy move. It's a powerful move. If she wants a shot
at you, she'd better get it right.
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You could also use selective hearing and say,
"You're talking to your friend about me right now?"
"You guys are discussing how hot I am? Thanks, I appreciate the compliment.
Where are you guys by the way?"
"You want me to be with your friend?"
"If you want me to come home with one of you then just come out and say it."
"Look, if you guys want me to keep talking to you then you're going to have to
tone down the sexy talk."
Or, you could reprimand her by saying,
"Don't use that tone of voice with me again or I will spank you. I may spank you
anyway."

Shit Test #7:
The Pause and Stare
This often happened to me when I used to approach a woman - or a group of
women - and I’d say something to the girl(sà and they’d just pause and stare at
me to see what I’ll do.
Now, I understand that woman do this test just to weed out complete idiots and
see if you have what it takes to push through the awkward silence.
By throwing this shit test at you, they’re actually testing whether you’re a alpha
male - who gets it - or just another clueless beta male.
One example of the interaction might is
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“Hey guys, I just had to come and say HI to you guy!”
… and then, they’d just pause and stare at me like a lost little birds.
The key is to keep on interacting with them as if nothing happened. You could
push through the silence by saying,
“Okay, happy Monday (or whatever the day is)! What were you upto?”
That’s all you have to do. They’ll probably thinking, “Wow, this guy is super
confident to push through the pause and state test. Let’s talk to him.”
Or, you could also be little bit cocky and throw this line…
“I get it. You’re most likely speechless because of my hotness. But just take a
deep breath and relax. Everything’s going to be fine.”
Or, you could say any of these responses to prove them you’re an alpha who
gets it.
“Why are you staring me like that. You look creepy staring me like that.”
“Do you always get nervous around a guy you’re attracted to?”
“All this silence and staring is making me aroused.”
“Look, if you want to have any chance with me then you better say something
fast.”
“Don’t EVER stare at me like that again! It’s creepy!”

Shit Test #8:
“We’re NOT having sex”
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Whenever a girl drops this line to you, it almost always means you’re going to
have sex. But you MUST handle it correctly. Do NOT argue or debate with her on
this.
Here are possible responses for this test:
“Thank God.”
“You’re damn right we’re not.”
“I’m glad you said something before I did. I didn’t want to upset you.”
“Don’t EVER talk about sex like that again.”
It’s as if having sex with her even didn’t cross your mind. And, if you’re implying
that she’d be really LUCKY to have sex with you. She’d have to beg for it. She’d
have to prove to you that she has what it takes to have sex with you.
Doing this makes her feel so stupid for even testing you in the first place.
Another way of responding could be using selective hearing, like:
“You want to have sex with me? Where did that come from?”
“You’re expecting sex? You’re being a little forward, there. Just slow it down and
we’ll see what happens. I wouldn't consider it for another 10 minutes anyway.”
“So, you’re forcing me to have sex with you?”
“We’re having sex?”
Many girls will tell you… after having sex with you… that if you argued or
debated them, that sex wouldn’t have happened.

Shit Test #9:
“You Disgust Me!”
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If you are playing the game on a level where you take down one girl after the
other, other women are going to notice that, and you might expect some
blowback from women you haven’t taken down yet.
Most of the time, they’ll test you by saying things like,
“You disgust me. You’re such a Manwhore. I can’t believe that you sleep with all
these women.”
So, in this case, the test is coming from a place of disappointment or anger that
you haven’t chosen them yet. Either way, there are a few responses here that
are super powerful.
So, first, you could ACCUSE them of talking dirty to you:
“God, that’s so hot, I’m so aroused right now by your dirty talk.”
“Stop talking dirty to me, we just met.”
Then, she’ll probably say this,
“No, I’m not talking dirty, I’m telling you that you disgust me.”
Then, you reply with,
“Look you’re arousing me. Please STOP. We’re in a public place.”
You’re telling her is that no matter what she’s saying, it’s arousing you.
You’re telling her that you’re not going to run away with your tail between your
legs.
You’re not going to cower like a beta male.
You’re going to interpret it the way you want to interpret it.
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You can also view it as a compliment and say, “Thanks for the compliment. I
really appreciate it.”
Or, just say,
“That’s hot.”

Shit Test #10:
“You Disgust Me!” 2.0
Another way you could respond to the “You disgust me!” test is you interpret it for
what it is beyond that -- i.e. her wanting to have sex with you.
So you say,
“Look, if you want to bang me, just come out and say it.”
Now, OF COURSE, she’ll deny it by saying,
“I don’t want to bang you. You disgust me.”
Then you can say,
“Listen lady, all these chicks want to bang me all the time, and that’s exactly what
it sounds like.”
Now, she’s probably thinking…
“OMG, this guy knows what he’s doing, and he knows what I want.”
And, that’s what they always want. Again, they wouldn’t be talking to you unless
that was the case.
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It has happened to me many times in my life, where the girl is totally insulting me,
telling me how bad I am, and I just keep on saying things like,
“That’s the hottest thing I’ve ever heard.”
“That’s so hot, you’re arousing me.”
“Look, if you want to make out with me in the bathroom, just come out and say it.”
“Look, if you want to bang me, just come out and say it.”
“If you want me to leave with you and come to your house for sex, just come out
and say it.”
And I say that over, and over, and over, and she often always ends up relenting,
and says, “Alright, let’s get out of here.”
Then we go right back to her place, or into the bathroom, or the next place, or
whatever.

Shit Test #11:
“I would never call a guy”
You give out YOUR contact information and not ask girls for their contact details.
This is another scenario where she's going to tell you what she'll never do.
She'll say something like this, "We're not going to have sex tonight, you disgust
me, and I would never do this or that."
In this case, after you offer her your number she might say,
"I would never call a guy."
Here are your possible responses:
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"Never speak to me like that again. In fact, I don't want you calling me."
"Me neither."
"You want to call me?"
"That's hot."
"Then you're missing out on the best ones."
"Except me."
"Really, how's that working for you?"
"Stop talking sexy to me."
"Look, if you're pissed off about not having my number yet, just ask me for it.
Here it is... 34545..."
She might say,
"I don't want your number."
You say, "You just said you wanted to call a guy."
She says, "No I didn't say I wanted to call a guy. I said I'd never want to call a
guy."
You say, "Then why are you asking me for my number? You know what, I'm
taking my number back. I don't want you calling me."

Shit Test #12:
"Come pick me up."
This is another compliance test.
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She may say,
"Come pick me up."
Or
"Send a car for me."
Never agree to send a car or pick her up, because you're showing her that you're
desperate for sex.
You're INDIFFERENT about getting together, you are NOT that desperate to see
her, and you don't care about any of it.
So, why would you jump through the hoops in order to get laid? It'll never gonna
happen, not even in a million years.
That's what you're going to imply with your responses.
So one of your opener is to "go dark."
Remain silent. Don't respond to the message.
Sometimes that's all it takes and they'll get it, and then she's going to say, "Okay,
I'll be there in a few minutes."
Silence is very powerful and often overlooked as an option.
You could also say, "You're sending a car for me?"
Other possible answers could be:
"I'll pass."
"No."
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"Are you kidding?"
"WTF?"
"Find your way over here!"
"Don't tell me what to do."
"No. Find someone else."
Don't be afraid to say that stuff.
Only a guy who has many, many women after him would have the guts to say
something like that. So you've got to prove that you have the balls, and that you
can go without.
You're not going to jump through any hoops, and you certainly are not going to
comply with any of her demands. Period!
Again, this makes you irresistible.
And I guaranteed she'll be darting over to where you are. She will somehow find
a way to pay for a taxi/uber, whatever, and pay her way to you if she wants you
bad enough.

Shit Test #13:
"Stop talking to me."
So you approach a girl and she says,
"Stop talking to me"
Or
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"Get the fuck out of here."
Your responses could be,
"Then stop hitting on me."
"Are you talking to ME?"
"Oh, I'm not hitting on you, my parents just always taught me to be extra nice to
average looking girls."
"You're afraid of losing me?"
"You want to get lost with me?"
She might say, "That's not what I meant."
You say, "Look, every girl tells me they're afraid of losing me, and that's exactly
what it sounds like."
Or,
"Don't ever speak to me like that again. You'd be lucky to get lost with me... but
that's never going to happen with this behavior."
"If you're attracted to me, why don't you just come out and say it? I was actually
thinking giving you a chance, but now I'm not going to."
You can also misinterpret what she just said by saying,
"You're the one who waved me over."
She's probably going to say, "I did NOT wave you over."
You say, "Women waive me over all the time, and this is exactly what it looks
like."
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When you say things like,
"You are the one who was staring at ME."
"You waved ME over."
"You're the one who propositioned ME."
These are things that will blow her mind, and make her super attracted to you.
This is all very very powerful stuff.
Or you could simply dismiss her and say,
"Look, I'd love to stay here all day and talk to you about how much you're
attracted to me, but I have a life. So it was nice meeting you, but I have to move
on and talk to some other girls."

Shit Test #14:
"Don't Touch Me"
This is another great opportunity to create attraction with women.So obviously
what you want to do is accuse her of touching YOU or wanting to be touched.
So you say,
"You're touching ME!"
And if she says, "Your hand is on my leg!"
You say,
"Your leg is on my hand!"
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It's never that you're touching them. It's always that they're touching YOU.
"You arm is touching my hand."
"Your back is touching my hand."
"Your hair is running itself through my fingers."
Get it?
You can also say,
"I think I may need to move away from you."
"I usually don't let girls touch me until I decide if I'm attracted to them, and I
haven't made that decision about you yet."
"Why are you touching me and being so creepy?"
"You want to touch me?"
Another thing you could do here is say,
"NEVER tell me what to do again!"

Shit Test #15:
“The Group Eye Roll”
So you walk up and talk to some girls and they just start rolling their eyes. We've
all had it done to us.
So you can say,
"OMG, I was about to do the same thing!"
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And she says, "What?"
You say, "Roll my eyes."
She'll say, "Why?"
You say,
"Because you approached me with such a lame line."
She'll say,
"You approached ME!"
You say,
"WHAT are you talking about? This is just getting weird. I can't stand here any
longer."
And then walk away.
You can also say,
"That's the same reaction that women have when I'm having sex with them. Their
eyes roll to the back of their head in ecstasy."
"Look, don't be pissed that I didn't return your text. I've been busy. I promise I'm
getting to it, but right now I have to go talk to some other girls."
They've never heard anything like that. It is awesome.

Shit Test #16:
"I have a boyfriend"
The "I have a boyfriend" is another one of my favorite shit tests.
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You can respond by saying any of these:
"Good. I don't want to be your boyfriend. I want to be the other guy."
"Good. I don't want to be your boyfriend. I want to be your lover."
"You want me to be your boyfriend?"
"Good for you. Anyway, where are you from?"
"I don't care."
"Excellent. I like being the other man. Less work for me."
"That's none of my business."
"I don't mind."
And, she might say, "What do you mean you don't mind?"
And you say,
"I don't mind. I like being the other guy. I want you to have a boyfriend. So that he
can do all the work, like buying you gifts, and taking you out on a dinner, and you
and I can just have sex. And the best thing about me is that, I won't call you
afterwards. I won't text you incessantly, or message you. I'll leave you alone, and
you can always reach out for me for sex, and I'll let you know if I'm available."
Or you could say something like,
"Then why are you talking to me?"
And she'll stammer, "Well, because I'm..."
And you say,
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"Look, you wouldn't be talking to me if you were so into your boyfriend. And it's
clear that you're into me. Everyone in this place can see that."
Another one that I love, and I have said this many times, is:
"When it ends, and it will, shoot me a text."
And then she gets out her phone, takes my number, and I usually get a text 2
days or a week later. It has happened to me over and over again.

Shit Test #17:
"You're such a player"
She accuses you of having a bad reputation.
Here's your possible responses to this shit test:
"You want me to be a player? Ok."
"Yes I am."
"What's your point?"
"You have no idea. Other players learn how to be players from me."
"Wow, it took you so long to figure out that one."
"Look, we could sit here all day and talk about how much you want to be with me.
But there's a long list of girls, and right now, you're not even on the list."
"First of all, don't even talk to me like that again. Secondly, if you want me to play
with you then you need to step up your game. Go think about it, and
re-approach."
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And if she's saying to you,
"I've heard about your reputation."
You say, "Yes, it's very bad. In fact, it's much worse than you've heard. Anyway,
it was nice meeting you."
And then turn, ignore her, and talk to some other people.

Shit Test #18:
"What's My Name?"
The girl asks you "What's my name?"
Here are possible responses to say to her,
"You want to know my name? How come you don't already know it? You know
what, I'm done. I am getting out of here. I just can't believe you don't even know
it."
"I have no idea, what is it?"
"I have no fucking idea."
"It's hotter if we don't know each other names, don't you think?"
"I'm with so many girls, I often tend to forget their names."
"You want to moan my name?"
"It's so exciting you don't know what to call when you're moaning my name later.
Haha."
"My name is Master."
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See what I'm implying here? You just have to know how to roll with it, and know
how to respond in a very powerful way, and you'll be the MAN.

Shit Test #19:
"I'm looking for a relationship"
This is a bullshit.
She might want that eventually, but in the meantime, she's going to do a lot of
hooking up. And that's what you're all concerned with, is the hook up in the
meantime.
She might also say,
"I'm tired of one night stands. I'm not looking for casual hookups anymore."
Here's what you can say,
"No you're not."
"Bullshit."
"Yeah, a casual one."
"Me too, a casual one."
"Did you just ask me to have a one night stand with you?"
"You're tired of having one night stands? I might allow you to hook up with me."
She will most likely say,
"What?"
Because she's never heard that type of honesty before.
Women are very tired of men lying to them to get into their panties.
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Men will say,
"Yeah, I'm into a relationship, I'm in love with you, and let's plan the future. Etc."
None of it is true, and women know it's not true, and as soon as they sleep with
the guy, he's gone.
So they'd just rather know who you are upfront.
And it's more efficient for you to just tell them the truth.
Or, you can go into more detail, which I have done many times when I am
questioned about it...
"Look, the only thing I'm capable of right now, is a physical relationship. I'm not
Mr. Right. I'm Mr. Right Now. I'm the guy you hang out with while you're looking
for your husband or boyfriend. But at least I'm honest about it, unlike other guys
who will lie to you."
I'm just honest about it and women find that refreshing.
It blows their mind.
No one has ever explained it to them like that, and it's just so next level.

Shit Test #20:
"Buy Me a Drink"
I have been asked by a lot of girls to buy them a drink.
Here are you responses:
"You want to buy me a drink? Cool. Go on."
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"Wait a second. Just because you're buying me a drink doesn't mean anything is
gonna happen."
"Look, if you want to order me a drink then just do it, but don't tell me to do it."
"Don't even speak to me like that... again! Okay?"
"Buy ME a drink."
"Why?"
"Buy your own fucking drink."
"Look, if you want to buy me drinks and get naked in the bathroom... just come
out and say it."
"Look, if you just want to take me back to your place and have sex, just come out
and say it."

Shit Test #21:
“Flirting with Other Guys”
So, you're talking to some girls and she starts to talk with another guy.
There are two different ways you can handle this situation:
First of all, you can grab her and say…
"Stop that shit."
"Don't ever do that... again."
"I may have to spank you if you do that again!"
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Or, you can simply ignore her and start hitting on other women, which can be
even more powerful.
Basically, you ignore her and let her do it.
When doing this, you've got to be 100% in a way where she feels if she acts out,
you'll just move onto another girl.
So start flirting with another girl immediately.
Show her that, "Whatever. Ok cool. I'll just talk to this girl over here."
It's not retreating and losing your power, it's just moving on and exerting your
power.

Shit Test #22:
"I don't like that behavior"
Never, ever change your behavior for anyone.
She might say,
"Oh, you drink too much."
"You stare at other girls, too much."
"You're always doing this, and that..."
"You go out with your buddies too much."
No matter what she says to you, you can turn it around and say,
"You'd always like me to do what?"
"You always want me to be out with my friends?"
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"You always want me staring at other girls?"
I think sometimes what's even more powerful, is just telling it plain and simple
that she's not going to change you.
So you can say,
"Too bad."
"Then we should break up right now."
"Take it or leave it."
"You should move onto someone else."
"I don't like you trying to change me."
"Get used to it."
"Get over it."
"Deal with it."
"Don't ever ask me that again."
"There's the fucking door. You can leave anytime you want. Not changing my
fucking behavior."

Shit Test #23:
"I'm Here with Someone"
I've heard this plenty of times. It's similar to a version of "I have a boyfriend," but
she may be just somewhere with a date.
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Possible responses.
"Good for you. What does that have to do with anything? Anyway..."
"Yeah, me."
"So?"
"What? You're going to bail on your date and trade up to me?"
"And your point would be...?"
"Why would I care about that? It's none of my business."
"You want to leave here with someone and you want that someone to be me? I'm
not ready to leave yet but I'll keep it in mind."

Shit Test #24:
"Grow Up!"
Women love to use this test to figure out if you'll abandon your badassery and
your manhood.
Possible responses,
"Does that line usually work for you?"
"Did you just ask me to come home with you?"
"Thanks for the compliment."
"Are you asking me to bang?"
"Your dirty talk is turning me on."
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"If you ever talk dirty to me like that again I'm going to spank you."
"That's so hot."
"Why? Adults are fucking boring."
"Get over it."
"Get used to it."
"Never!"
"You need to LIGHTEN up."
"If you want to bang in the bathroom stop beating around the bush."

Shit Test #25:
"Let's Just Be Friends"
No one wants to be the "friend" and the good news is that you do NOT have to
be one. But you have to STAND UP for yourself and take control of the situation.
Possible responses,
"Fuck that. I have enough friends."
"Let's not."
"If you ever speak to me like that again I will cut off our friends with benefits
relationship."
Engage your selective hearing and say,
"You want to be friends with benefits?"
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"Are you asking me out?"
"Are you trying to hook up with me?"
"Look, if you want me to be with you and all of your friends then just spit it out."
You can also agree by saying,
"I'm so glad you said something."
"I was just thinking that."
"I was worried you liked me, in a more romantic way, so I'm glad you mentioned
the friend's thing. Because that's what I was thinking about too."
Now she's thinking,
"Wait a second, he's agreeing that we should be friends? Maybe I like him more."
And obviously she likes you more. She's testing you. So just agree with that.
Or, go to the next level and say,
"You just want to be friends with benefits? I thought we were just going to be
friends. I don't know. Let me think about that for a while."
Now go out and make it happen
Aby
P.S. I almost forgot…
In addition to what I shared to you in this report, there are, of course, a lot to
learn about approaching women.
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In my detailed book, Daytime Pickup ‘Secrets’: The Natural Progression,
you'll get a detailed (step-by-step) plan for approaching women and building
attraction instantly.
This course is particularly developed to help you get rid of that ‘approach’ hurdle
with paralyzes many guys.
After implementing the mindsets, insights, and techniques shared in this report,
you'll have the confident to approach ANY women, ANY time, in ANY
environment.
Are you serious about SKYROCKETING your "approach women" success? Yes?
Cool. Then I highly recommend you check out my one of a kind program, here.
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